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The Rise of the Fourth Reich
The Secret Societies That Threaten
to Take Over America
Harper Collins Throw out everything you think you know about history. Close
the approved textbooks, turn oﬀ the corporate mass media, and whatever
you do, don't believe anything you hear from the government—The Rise of
the Fourth Reich reveals the truth about American power. In this explosive
new book, the legendary Jim Marrs, author of the underground bestseller
Rule by Secrecy, reveals the frighteningly real possibility that today the
United States is becoming the Fourth Reich, the continuation of an
ideology thought to have been vanquished more than a half century ago.
This concept may seem absurd to those who cannot see past the rosecolored spin, hype, and disinformation poured out daily by the media
conglomerates—most of which are owned by the very same families and
corporations who supported the Nazis before World War II. But as Marrs
precisely explains, National Socialism never died, but rather its hideous
philosophy is alive and active in modern America. Unfortunately, most
people cannot understand the shadowy links between fascism and
corporate power, the military, and our elected leaders. While the United
States helped defeat the Germans in World War II, we failed to defeat the
Nazis. At the end of the war, ranking Nazis, along with their young and
fanatical protégés, used the loot of Europe to create corporate front
companies in many countries, including the United States of America.
Utilizing their stolen wealth, men with Nazi backgrounds and mentalities
wormed their way into corporate America, slowly buying up and
consolidating companies into giant multinational conglomerates. Many
thousands of other Nazis came to the United States under classiﬁed
programs such as Project Paperclip. They brought with them miraculous
weapon technology that helped win the space race but they also brought
their insidious Nazi philosophy within our borders. This ideology based on
the authoritarian premise that the end justiﬁes the means—including
unprovoked wars of aggression and curtailment of individual liberties—has
gained an iron hold in the "land of the free and the home of the brave." For
the ﬁrst time Jim Marrs has gathered compelling evidence that an eﬀort
has been underway for the past sixty years to bring a form of National
Socialism to modern America, creating in essence a modern empire—or
"Fourth Reich"!
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CIVILIZATION
Author House We witness step by step decay of civilization across the world,
particularly in South Africa. As many others, I also want to arrest the
decline. I thought I could reach the broad public by writing but after
various persons had read the draft, I realized only independent thinkers
could beneﬁt from it, whilst it needlessly confuse those who are dependent
on society for values. Those, who are content with society and their
prospects, probably would not ﬁnd use in this writing. Maintenance of
civilization is of the very greatest concern to man and even to plant and
animal, particularly threatened species. I cannot imagine anyone, who can
read, would object to this axiom. But few know, that which we call
civilization, was created by the Aryans and only this race and those who
inherited suﬃcient of its characteristics, maintain civilization. On each of
the legion subjects relating to civilization scholars already published
documents but I have yet to ﬁnd one revealing adequate role players to
elucidate a total image covering both nature and history, to enable us to
ﬁnd solutions for the preservation of Civilization.

The Fourth Reich
The Specter of Nazism from World
War II to the Present
Cambridge University Press The ﬁrst history of postwar fears of a Nazi return
to power in Western political, intellectual, and cultural life.

The Master Plan
Vatican Secret Diplomacy
Joseph P. Hurley and Pope Pius XII
Yale University Press In the corridors of the Vatican on the eve of World War
II, American Catholic priest Joseph Patrick Hurley found himself in the
midst of secret diplomatic dealings and intense debate. Hurleys deeply felt
American patriotism and ﬁxed ideas about confronting Nazism directly led
to a mighty clash with Pope Pius XII. It was 1939, the earliest days of Piuss
papacy, and controversy within the Vatican over policy toward Nazi
Germany was already heated. This groundbreaking book is both a
biography of Joseph Hurley, the ﬁrst American to achieve the rank of
nuncio, or Vatican ambassador, and an insiders view of the alleged silence
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of the pope on the Holocaust and Nazism. Drawing on Hurleys unpublished
archives, the book documents critical debates in Pope Piuss Vatican, secret
U.S.-Vatican dealings, the inﬂuence of Detroits ﬂamboyant anti-Semitic
priest Charles E. Coughlin, and the controversial case of Croatias Cardinal
Stepinac. The book also sheds light on the powerful connections between
religion and politics in the twentieth century.

Red Symphony
Рипол Классик

Pre-Incident Indicators of Terrorist
Incidents
The Identiﬁcation of Behavioral,
Geographic and Temporal Patterns
of Preparatory Conduct
DIANE Publishing This is a print on demand edition of a hard to ﬁnd
publication. Explores whether suﬃcient data exists to examine the
temporal and spatial relationships that existed in terrorist group planning,
and if so, could patterns of preparatory conduct be identiﬁed? About onehalf of the terrorists resided, planned, and prepared for terrorism
relatively close to their eventual target. The terrorist groups existed for
1,205 days from the ﬁrst planning meeting to the date of the
actual/planned terrorist incident. The planning process for speciﬁc acts
began 2-3 months prior to the terrorist incident. This study examined
selected terrorist groups/incidents in the U.S. from 1980-2002. It provides
for the potential to identify patterns of conduct that might lead to
intervention prior to the commission of the actual terrorist incidents.
Illustrations.

The Anatomy of Fascism
Vintage What is fascism? By focusing on the concrete: what the fascists did,
rather than what they said, the esteemed historian Robert O. Paxton
answers this question. From the ﬁrst violent uniformed bands beating up
“enemies of the state,” through Mussolini’s rise to power, to Germany’s
fascist radicalization in World War II, Paxton shows clearly why fascists
came to power in some countries and not others, and explores whether
fascism could exist outside the early-twentieth-century European setting in
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which it emerged. "A deeply intelligent and very readable book. . . .
Historical analysis at its best." –The Economist The Anatomy of Fascism will
have a lasting impact on our understanding of modern European history,
just as Paxton’s classic Vichy France redeﬁned our vision of World War II.
Based on a lifetime of research, this compelling and important book
transforms our knowledge of fascism–“the major political innovation of the
twentieth century, and the source of much of its pain.”

Sotah
A Novel
St. Martin's Griﬃn Beautiful, fragile Dina Reich, a young woman in
Jerusalem's ultra-Orthodox haredi enclave, stands accused of the
community's most unforgivable sin: adultery. Raised with her sisters to be
an obedient daughter and a dutiful wife, Dina secretly yearned for the
knowledge, romance, and excitement that she knew her circumscribed life
would never satisfy. When her ﬁrst romance is tragically thwarted, she
willingly enters into an arranged marriage with a loving but painfully quiet
man. Dina's deeply repressed passions become impossible to ignore,
ﬁnding a dangerous outlet in a sudden and intense obsession with a
married man, with terrible consequences. Exiled to New York City, Dina
meets Joan, a modern secular woman who challenges all she knows of the
world and herself. Set against the exotic backdrop of Jerusalem's glistening
white stones and ancient rituals, Sotah is a contemporary story of the
struggle to reconcile tradition with freedom, and faith with love.

The Anti-Gospel
The Perversion of Christ's Grace
Gospel
Great Mountain Publishing Most people who attend their church services each
week are not hearing the gospel. They are hearing an anti-gospel. The
devil is a very subtle liar who opposes God and his gospel. See Genesis 3:1;
John 8:44. That old serpent has stealthily introduced his deceptive antigospel into the pulpits of churches around the world. He has very craftily
mixed the leaven of the Pharisees and Sadducees into the gospel and
ruined the whole loaf. Matthew 16:6-12. The resulting false gospel is
premised on the idea that all men are freed from the bondage to sin and
therefore have the ability to choose of their own free will whether or not to
believe in Jesus. This is not a dispute over a ﬁne distinction that is only of
interest to theologians. This issue goes to the heart of the gospel. It goes
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to the heart of salvation. It goes to the heart of who is Jesus. The bible
states that man is spiritually dead and must be born again by the power of
God. Ephesians 2:1-6; John 3:3-8. God has elected certain to be saved by
his grace through faith in Jesus Christ. Ephesians 1:3-9; 2:8-10. He imbues
his elect with the faith needed to believe in Jesus. Romans 3:21-26; John
1:12-13. The devil’s false gospel reverses the order of things. Under the
false gospel preached in most churches, Jesus does not choose his elect for
salvation, instead all men have a free will to choose Jesus. Instead of God
choosing man, man chooses God. This mythology is not supported by the
bible. It is at the heart of a devilish conspiracy against God and man. The
free will anti-gospel denies the sovereignty of God and blasphemously
makes God out to be a liar. The free will gospel is a heathen gospel that
has a god, but that god is not the God of the bible. The calling of the true
Jesus is eﬀectual; all who are chosen for salvation will believe in him. John
6:37-40. The free will gospel has a false Jesus who only oﬀers the
possibility of salvation, with no assurance. The scriptures warn about such
a false Jesus. 2 Corinthians 11:4. The free will gospel denies the total
depravity of man and the sovereign election of God. The true gospel has a
Jesus who loves only his children and saves them for eternity in heaven.
The devilish anti-gospel has a false Jesus who loves everyone in the world,
but this false Jesus casts most of those whom he loves in hell, suﬀering in
torments for eternity in a lake of ﬁre. The true Jesus makes it clear in
Matthew 7 that he never loved those who are sent to hell. “I never knew
you: depart from me, ye that work iniquity.” Matthew 7:23. See also
Romans 9:21-23. The true God of the bible saves those whom he has
elected for salvation and he condemns those whom he has elected for
condemnation. See Romans 9. The false Jesus of the anti-gospel looks on
helplessly while the sinner who is spiritually dead in trespasses and sin
decides whether to believe in him. The true Jesus preordained and chose
his elect to believe in him before the foundation of the world. Ephesians
1:4-5. The false Jesus is an impotent Jesus, who must yield to the desires of
men; if men decide after they are saved that they would rather reject Jesus
and take their chances with being thrown into hell, they can forfeit their
salvation. The false Jesus is powerless to stop them. The true Jesus is Lord
of Lords and King of Kings, who is able to preserve his elect and will lose
none of those whom he has chosen for salvation. John 10:27-29.

Murder, Rape, and Torture in a
Catholic Nunnery
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Maria Monk's Awful Disclosures
Proven True
Edward Hendrie There has probably not been a person more maligned by the
powerful forces of the Roman Catholic Church than Maria Monk. In 1836
she published the famous book, Awful Disclosures of the Hotel Dieu
Nunnery of Montreal. In that book, she told of murder, rape, and torture
behind the walls of the cloistered nunnery. Because the evidence was
veriﬁably true, the Catholic hierarchy found it necessary to fabricate
evidence and suborn perjury in an attempt to destroy the credibility of
Maria Monk. The Catholic Church has kept up the character assassination
of Maria Monk now for over 175 years. Edward Hendrie has examined the
evidence and set it forth for the readers to decide for themselves whether
Maria Monk was an impostor or a brave victim. An objective view of the
evidence leads to the ineluctable conclusion that Maria Monk told the truth
about what happened behind the walls of the Hotel Dieu Nunnery of
Montreal. The Roman Catholic Church, which is the most powerful religious
and political organization in the world, has engaged in an unceasing
campaign of viliﬁcation against Maria Monk. Its crusade against Maria
Monk, however, can only aﬀect the opinion of the uninformed. It cannot
change the evidence. The evidence speaks clearly to those who will look at
the case objectively. The evidence reveals that the much maligned Maria
Monk was a reliable witness who made awful but accurate disclosures
about life in a cloistered nunnery.

The Ruling Elite
A Study in Imperialism, Genocide
and Emancipation
Traﬀord Publishing Lincoln's war, the North's attack on the South, took the
life of 622,000 citizens and altered the government's structure. Marx and
Engels watched the war from afar and applauded his eﬀorts. The media
and our government-controlled schools have presented a deceptive view of
every historical event and have whitewashed the most scandalous political
leaders and viliﬁed leaders who have worked in the best interests of the
people. Following Lincoln's precedent-setting war, we have been
repeatedly lied into wars. Currently, our young men and women shed their
blood in foreign lands while well-connected corporations make massive
proﬁts rebuilding the infrastructure that other corporations have
demolished. Meanwhile, our politicians, possessing inside knowledge, grow
richer through their investments and the bribes they accept from deep-
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pocketed lobbyists. They have not listened to their constituents for
decades. CIA thugs, in behalf of the corporations, commit terrorist acts in
other countries which the U.S. government and media blame on the socalled insurgents. In 2010, the Pentagon paid the following to the top ﬁve
out of 100 (1) Lockheed Martin Corp. $16,700,588,328; (2) Northrop
Grumman Corp. $11,145,533,497; (3) Boeing Co. $10,462,626,196; (4)
Raytheon Co. $6,727,232,555; (5) Science Applications International Corp.
$5,474,482,583. Yet, throughout the country, vital infrastructure is
crumbling and politicians are selling taxpayer-funded public properties to
private interests as a proﬁtable venture. The new owners exploit the public
by raising service rates while diminishing the services.

Religion and the Racist Right
The Origins of the Christian Identity
Movement
UNC Press Books According to Michael Barkun, many white supremacist
groups of the radical right are deeply committed to the distinctive but
little-recognized religious position known as Christian Identity. In Religion
and the Racist Right (1994), Barkun provided the ﬁrst sustained
exploration of the ideological and organizational development of the
Christian Identity movement. In a new chapter written for the revised
edition, he traces the role of Christian Identity ﬁgures in the dramatic
events of the ﬁrst half of the 1990s, from the Oklahoma City bombing and
the rise of the militia movement to the Freemen standoﬀ in Montana. He
also explores the government's evolving response to these challenges to
the legitimacy of the state. Michael Barkun is professor of political science
in the Maxwell School of Citizenship and Public Aﬀairs at Syracuse
University. He is author of several books, including Crucible of the
Millennium: The Burned-over District of New York in the 1840s.

A Culture of Conspiracy
Apocalyptic Visions in
Contemporary America
Univ of California Press Unravelling the genealogies and permutations of
conspiracist worldviews, this work shows how this web of urban legends
has spread among sub-cultures on the Internet and through mass media,
and how this phenomenon relates to larger changes in American culture.
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Culture of Conspiracy
Apocalyptic Visions in
Contemporary America
Univ of California Press What do UFO believers, Christian millennialists, and
right-wing conspiracy theorists have in common? According to Michael
Barkun in this fascinating yet disturbing book, quite a lot. It is well known
that some Americans are obsessed with conspiracies. The Kennedy
assassination, the Oklahoma City bombing, and the 2001 terrorist attacks
have all generated elaborate stories of hidden plots. What is far less
known is the extent to which conspiracist worldviews have recently
become linked in strange and unpredictable ways with other "fringe"
notions such as a belief in UFOs, Nostradamus, and the Illuminati.
Unraveling the extraordinary genealogies and permutations of these
increasingly widespread ideas, Barkun shows how this web of urban
legends has spread among subcultures on the Internet and through mass
media, how a new style of conspiracy thinking has recently arisen, and how
this phenomenon relates to larger changes in American culture. This book,
written by a leading expert on the subject, is the most comprehensive and
authoritative examination of contemporary American conspiracism to date.
Barkun discusses a range of material—involving inner-earth caves,
government black helicopters, alien abductions, secret New World Order
cabals, and much more—that few realize exists in our culture. Looking
closely at the manifestions of these ideas in a wide range of literature and
source material from religious and political literature, to New Age and UFO
publications, to popular culture phenomena such as The X-Files, and to
websites, radio programs, and more, Barkun ﬁnds that America is in the
throes of an unrivaled period of millennarian activity. His book underscores
the importance of understanding why this phenomenon is now spreading
into more mainstream segments of American culture.

The Beast on the East River
The UN Threat to America's
Sovereignty and Security
Thomas Nelson "Is the United Nations the benign force for good that so
many proclaim? Or is there a darker agenda at work behind the scenes?
Nathan Tabor reveals the sinister plan behind the glossy image of world
cooperation painted by the UN and its defenders. The Beast on the East
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River includes original research into key policy areas, including population
control, education, and the international criminal court. And it oﬀers
practical steps that concerned American citizens can take before it's too
late. In his debut book, rising conservative voice Nathan Tabor oﬀers a
frightening exposé of the United Nations' global power grab and its
ruthless attempt to control US education, law, gun ownership, taxation,
and reproductive rights. "We are already very nearly at the point of no
return," says Tabor, "and most Americans aren't even aware of the
impending danger. This book is a call to immediate action?read its
contents very carefully. What you will discover may surprise and anger
you."

None Dare Call It Conspiracy
NDCC is an admirable job of amassing information to prove that
communism is socialism and socialism (a plot to enslave the world) is not a
movement of the downtrodden but a scheme supported and directed by
the wealthiest of people. If enough Americans read and act upon NDCC,
they really can save the Republic from the conspirators-whose plans for
the destruction of our country are galloping fast toward completion.

Ambassador Undercover
Page Publishing Inc The main purpose for writing this book is to inform
readers about things God did during the seven years we were missionaries
in New Zealand. One of those things is what God did to prove to us that the
Boxing Day tsunami that hit Indonesia, Thailand, Sri Lanka, and Chennai,
India, was a judgment from Him. God also made us aware of why He did it.
Another thing is what He did to prove to us the double tsunami that hit the
two main islands of Samoa was also a judgment from Him. God also
informed us

Global Innovation Index 2020
Who Will Finance Innovation?
WIPO The Global Innovation Index 2020 provides detailed metrics about the
innovation performance of 131 countries and economies around the world.
Its 80 indicators explore a broad vision of innovation, including political
environment, education, infrastructure and business sophistication. The
2020 edition sheds light on the state of innovation ﬁnancing by
investigating the evolution of ﬁnancing mechanisms for entrepreneurs and
other innovators, and by pointing to progress and remaining challenges –
including in the context of the economic slowdown induced by the
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) crisis.
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Journey's Within
Xlibris Corporation THIS A MY RESEARCHED WORK ON WHAT I HAVE LEARNED
ABOUT SECRET SOCIETIES AND THIS NEW WORLD ORDER THAT KEPT
POPING UP DURING THE DOCUMENTS I FOUND AND THE VIDEO’S. I POINT
OUT THAT THIS NOW IS BEHIDE THE EVENTS OF 9/11 AND MANY OTHER
EVENTS SUCH AS THE FIRST ATTACK ON THE WORLD TRADE CENTER BACK
IN 1993 AND WACO AND COLUMBINE SCHOOL SHOOTING AND OKLAHOMA
ALFRED P. MURRAH BUILDING BOMB ATTACK. IT LOOKS LIKE THESE SECRET
SOCIEITES HAVE BEEN AROUND FOR A LONG TIME AND CALLING ALL THE
ATTACKS AROUND THE WORLD, NOT JUST THE ONE’S IN THE UNITED
STATES. THEY HAVE ALL THE MONEY IN THE WORLD SINCE THEY CONTROL
THE INTERNATIONAL BANKERS AND FUND WARS. THE SEEK POWER AND
CONTROL OF THE POPULATIONS OF THE WORLD. AND THERE’S MORE
DESTRUCTIVE EVENTS THAT THEY HAVE PLANNED FOR THIS 2012 (FEARBASED) TRAUMA ATTACK ON AMERICA AGAIN FOR THEY SAY THEY DID’NT
KILL ENOUGH PEOPLE ON SEPTEMBER 11TH 2001 READ THE INFORMATION
IT’S OUT HERE JUST SEARCH IT OUT ONLINE AND OFFLINE.

9/11-Enemies Foreign and
Domestic
Great Mountain Publishing Hendrie proves beyond a reasonable doubt that the
U.S. government's conspiracy theory of the attacks on September 11, 2001,
is a preposterous cover story. The evidence proves that powerful Zionists
ordered the 9/11 attacks, which were perpetrated by Israel's Mossad, aided
and abetted by treacherous high oﬃcials in the U.S. government.

Matters of Consequence
Critical Eschatological Issues
Impacting Endtime Preparation
AuthorHouse Matters of Consequence: Critical Eschatological Issues
Impacting Endtime Preparation is the authors dissertation for a doctor of
philosophy in eschatology from the Luder-Wycliﬀe Theological Seminary,
Endicott, New York. Dr. Rick Young applies the proven methods of
emergency preplanning and crisis management to better prepare
Christians for the prophetic, end-time events foretold in the Bible. By
means of developing the worst case scenario concept, he challenges the
reader to think through countermeasures for that vital preparation. In this
way, eschatology actually becomes practical!
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The New Underworld Order:
Triumph of Criminalism the Global
Hegemony of Masonic Intelligence
Stranger Journalism

The Scientism Delusion Techno
Mysticism And Techno Spiritual
Warfare Exploring the Connections
Between Scientism and
Luciferianism
Lulu.com "This enthralling page turner breaks all the molds, and fearlessly
exposes the deepest darkest intrigue in history...The Luciferian Agenda for
a New World Order. In it, we learn of the Luciferian roots of Modern
Science, as the reader is transported back in time to the insidious origins
of modern-day Scientism, the current religion of most scientists today.
Through an excursion into the roots of Scientism, Mr. Garrett deftly
retraces the historical antecedents of Scientism, echoing back to The
Secret Mystery Schools of Kabbalistic, Egyptian Hermeticism, onwards into
the true nature of Freemason and Alchemical Occultist, Sir Isaac Newton,
and then further into the nefarious Vatican Jesuit Priesthood, whose
hidden hand can be linked to the creation of The Illuminati, as well as the
current Luciferian New Age Religion. Finally, the serpentine path leads up
into modern Freemasonic Luciferian, NASA, and then to The Jesuit
Controlled Alien Deception about to take hold of the world." --Christian
Chesterﬁeld Ph.D.

Life Matters
TEACH Services, Inc. I have often found myself chasing this treasure of
memories. I recently traveled to a place I lived when I was a child and I just
soaked up the sights and the sounds, visited my old home and relived the
memories. Memories of Dad and Mum, my sister and I, sitting around the
lounge, memories of going running with my Dad, memories of playing with
my friends in the creek, climbing trees and riding bikes. I know that the
memories are slightly 'rose glass tinted' and there is an incredibly strong
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bias to only remember the good times, but it feels so good and satisfying.
Building and protecting this kind of treasure safeguards the health of
communities and gives hope to generations yet to emerge. The treasures
of love and aﬀection, sweet memories laid down in family rituals and
experiences are the fabric of life. Without this treasure, life has no heart
and soul and is reduced to the drudgery of survival. Without a series of
warm memories connected to special relationships - life is meaningless. No
person can centre and stablise themselves without some place they can
point to with warmth and call home.

The Scientism Delusion
Lulu.com "This enthralling page-turner breaks all the molds, and fearlessly
exposes the deepest darkest intrigue in history...The Luciferian Agenda for
a New World Order. In it, we learn of the Luciferian roots of Modern
Science, as the reader is transported back in time to the insidious origins
of modern-day Scientism, the current religion of most scientists today.
Through an excursion into the roots of Scientism, Mr. Garrett deftly
retraces the historical antecedents of Scientism, echoing back to The
Secret Mystery Schools of Kabbalistic, Egyptian Hermeticism, onwards into
the true nature of Freemason and Alchemical Occultist, Sir Isaac Newton,
and then further into the nefarious Vatican Jesuit Priesthood, whose
hidden hand can be linked to the creation of The Illuminati, as well as the
current Luciferian New Age Religion. Finally, the serpentine path leads up
into modern Freemasonic Luciferian, NASA, and then to The Jesuit
Controlled Alien Deception about to take hold of the world." --Christian
Chesterﬁeld Ph.D.

Cry of the Phoenix
PHOENIX SOURCE DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

The hidden world part 1
Lulu.com Through these two books I want to show you as much as possible
the completely blueprint where I've worked on for years. It's my library, a
collection from which I work, and the many documents that I now use as
evidence. This book is a collection of quotations from many books,
magazines, newspapers, internet documents and reports from others.
Therefore I see this book as a manual / reference book for those interested.
It's important to me that ﬁnally there is a book where everything that is
concealed for us for centuries, is at a glance. What you do with the
information and how much it is worth to you to know these things is up to
you. Here I simply put those pieces that in my eyes came closest to the
truth, and which ﬁtted together like a puzzle. The past has big secrets
which still are carefully concealed in the present. By putting the many
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citations and articles at a glance we see a strong message: Wake up
people.

Beyond Science Fiction!
iUniverse Jim has had a lifelong interest in UFOs since he was a child in the
late 50's. This led to his current position as a Religious Research specialist
for the Mutual UFO Network since 1996. He is also a member of the alumni
at Central Bible College and was ordained by the Independent Assemblies
of God in 1980. An avid reader, Jim is experienced and comfortable with
studying the Bible in its original languages and spending hours in research
as a hobby. Originally from Detroit Michigan, Jim founded and served in
one of the nation's ﬁrst evangelical Christian Motorcycle clubs in the early
70's which appeared on the 700 club. Jim served as Pastor in the inner city
of Detroit working within the counter cultures associated with drugs and
gangs. He has had almost 30 years experience working in deliverance
ministries engaged in spiritual warfare that have enabled many to be set
free from these bondages. Taking this experience with him into the
investigation of UFOs and Alien abductions, Jim has become actively
involved within the UFO community. With two other colleagues, The Alien
Abduction Crises Centers of America was founded. This is a nation-wide
network to provide Biblical based support and help for abductees after
receiving terminations of their abduction experiences from the Biblical
based counseling they provide as a free service. Jim has also traveled
across the US providing Biblical based information at UFO conventions
which led to setting up a book store/ museum in Roswell NM where he lived
for four years. This book is the result of over ten years intensive ﬁrst hand
investigation and study of the subject and the people involved. It promises
to be one of the most comprehensive scripturally backed books written so
far, that weaves many diﬀerent topics into one story of Paradise lost and
found. Not since the great ﬂood of Noah has there been such an elaborate
deception put upon mankind. This book exposes it all for your
consideration. Unlike many sensational books that leave you left in fear
and hopelessness, this book will leave you with hope and answers for the
fearful things described and soon to fall upon an unsuspecting planet.

THE TRUTH ABOUT FREEMASONS,
ILLUMINATI, AND NEW WORLD
ORDER
Lulu.com ""Two Books In One"" The New World Order's Letter to Every
Citizen of the World warning Resistance is Futile. According to this letter
addressed to everybody in America, it's useless to resist a one world
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takeover, as the program is in its ﬁnal stages. The Very word secrecy is
repugnant in a free and open society, and we are as people inherently and
historically opposed to secret societies, to secret oaths and to secret
proceedings. We decided long ago that the dangers of excesive and
unwarranted concealment of pertinent facts far outweighed the dangers
which are cited to justify. ""If you have the privilege to know, you have the
duty to act""

Conspiracy & Populism
The Politics of Misinformation
Springer Europeans are being replaced by foreign invaders, aided by
cultural Marxists who are plotting an Islamist subversion of the continent.
The Bilderberg group – and/or the Illuminati – are instating a totalitarian
New World Order. Angela Merkel is the secret daughter of Adolf Hitler,
Barack Obama was illegitimate, and George W. Bush was in on the 9/11
attacks. Also, the Holocaust is a hoax, members of Pussy Riot are agents of
the West, and the European Union is resurrecting the Roman Empire, this
time as a communist super-state. These are some of the tales that are told
by populist political actors across Europe, were raised during the Brexit
debate in the UK, and have been promoted by presidents of both the US
and Russia. Rapid rise of populist political parties around Europe and
across the Atlantic in the early new millennium coincided with the
simultaneous increased spread of conspiracy theories. This book entangles
the two tropes and maps how right-wing populists apply conspiracy
theories to advance their politics and support for their parties.

Revolution Planet Earth
AuthorHouse In you, is the answer to you; in you, is divinity, knowledge,
love, power, ethics and happiness; in you, is SELF, which is all the truth
that will ever be. And, in you, and all of us - on a co-operative basis; is the
solution to Mankinds problems and future. In you is all that will ever be for
you good or bad. For that, which is YOU, is far more capable than you ever
imagined. In you, is eternity! I believe in you; and know you will do the
right thing. Thank you! Paul Thor

Bloody Zion
Edward Hendrie Jesus told Pontius Pilate: "My kingdom is not of this world."
John 18:36. God has a spiritual Zion that is in a heavenly Jerusalem.
Hebrews 12:22; Revelation 21:10. Jesus Christ is the chief corner stone laid
by God in Zion. 1 Peter 2:6. Those who believe in Jesus Christ are living
stones in the spiritual house of God. 1 Peter 2:5; Ephesians 2:20-22.
Believers are in Jesus and Jesus is in believers. John 14:20; 17:20-23. All
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who are elected by God to believe in Jesus Christ are part of the heavenly
Zion, without regard to whether they are Jews or Gentiles. Romans 10:12.
Satan is a great adversary of God, who has created his own mystery
religions. During the Babylonian captivity (2 Chronicles 36:20), an occult
society of Jews replaced God's commands with Satan's Babylonian dogma.
Their new religion became Judaism. Jesus explained the corruption of the
Judaic religion: "Howbeit in vain do they worship me, teaching for doctrines
the commandments of men." Mark 7:7. Jesus revealed the Satanic origin of
Judaism when he stated: "Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of
your father ye will do." John 8:44. Babylonian Judaism remains the religion
of the Jews today. Satan has infected many nominal "Christian"
denominations with his Babylonian occultism, which has given rise to
"Christian" Zionism. "Christian" Zionism advocates a counterfeit, earthly
Zion, within which ﬂeshly Jews take primacy over the spiritual church of
Jesus Christ. This book exposes "Christian" Zionism as a false gospel and
subversive political movement that sustains Israel's war against God and
man.

The Greatest Lie on Earth
(Expanded Edition)
Proof That Our World Is Not a
Moving Globe
Great Mountain Publishing This book reveals the mother of all conspiracies. It
sets forth biblical proof and irrefutable evidence that will cause the scales
to fall from your eyes and reveal that the world you thought existed is a
myth. The most universally accepted scientiﬁc belief today is that the earth
is a globe, spinning on its axis at a speed of approximately 1,000 miles per
hour at the equator, while at the same time it is orbiting the sun at
approximately 66,600 miles per hour. All of this is happening as the sun, in
turn, is supposed to be hurtling through the Milky Way galaxy at
approximately 500,000 miles per hour. The Milky Way galaxy, itself, is
alleged to be racing through space at a speed ranging from 300,000 to
1,340,000 miles per hour. What most people are not told is that the
purported spinning, orbiting, and speeding through space has never been
proven. In fact, every scientiﬁc experiment that has ever been performed
to determine the motion of the earth has proven that the earth is
stationary. Yet, textbooks ignore the scientiﬁc proof that contradicts the
myth of a spinning and orbiting globe. Christian schools have been
hoodwinked into teaching heliocentrism, despite the clear teaching in the
bible that the earth is not a sphere and does not move. This book reveals
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the evil forces behind the heliocentric deception, and why scientists and
the Christian churches have gone along with it.

Contemporary Esotericism
Routledge The study of contemporary esoteric discourse has hitherto been a
largely neglected part of the new academic ﬁeld of Western esotericism.
Contemporary Esotericism provides a broad overview and assessment of
the complex world of Western esoteric thought today. Combining
historiographical analysis with theories and methodologies from the social
sciences, the volume explores new problems and oﬀers new possibilities
for the study of esoterica. Contemporary Esotericism studies the period
since the 1950s but focuses on the last two decades. The wide range of
essays are divided into four thematic sections: the intricacies of esoteric
appeals to tradition; the role of popular culture, modern communication
technologies, and new media in contemporary esotericism; the impact and
inﬂuence of esotericism on both religious and secular arenas; and the
recent 'de-marginalization' of the esoteric in both scholarship and society.

Noah's Curse
The Biblical Justiﬁcation of
American Slavery
Oxford University Press on Demand In Noah's Curse, Stephen Haynes explores
the historical context of slavery. The author identiﬁes the manner in which
the great and good interpreted the story in Genesis to provide free labour
and a scriptural justiﬁcation for the Black Holocaust.
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